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IntroductionIntroduction
•• RobustnessRobustness

•• maintain phenotype stabilitymaintain phenotype stability

•• Complexity Complexity 
•• many kind of the parts, organization into  many kind of the parts, organization into  
intricate and highly structured network, with     intricate and highly structured network, with     
hierarchies and multiple scaleshierarchies and multiple scales
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•• Robust yet fragile, Robust yet fragile, 
highly optimized tolerance (HOT)highly optimized tolerance (HOT)

•• Robust to common or anticipated things but   Robust to common or anticipated things but   

potentially fragile to rare or unanticipated potentially fragile to rare or unanticipated 
• Systems have high performance, highly   
structured internal complexity, apparently  
simple and robust external behavior

• Emphasizing necessary connections between mphasizing necessary connections between 
complexity and robustnesscomplexity and robustness
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Circadian oscillator inCircadian oscillator in DrosophilaDrosophila

Mapping from Parameter Space to Behavior SpaceMapping from Parameter Space to Behavior Space
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Achieved Robustness Achieved Robustness –– four featuresfour features

•• Redundancy Redundancy –– Gene, Pathway, NetworksGene, Pathway, Networks
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1. Maintaining cellular functions respond 1. Maintaining cellular functions respond 
internal or external uncertaintiesinternal or external uncertainties

•• Feedback controlFeedback control

fig.2A
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fig.2B

2. Negative feedback  can reduce the     2. Negative feedback  can reduce the     
difference between actual output  and  difference between actual output  and  
giving set pointgiving set point



3. Well balanced positive and negative   3. Well balanced positive and negative   
feedback can lead to a blend of sensitivity   feedback can lead to a blend of sensitivity   
and stabilityand stability



•• ModularityModularity
••Cells are composed of Cells are composed of ““functional unitsfunctional units”” or or 

““modulesmodules””

••Robustness of an entire systemRobustness of an entire system

••Several groups analyzed network Several groups analyzed network 
topologies, that is, the (static or dynamic) topologies, that is, the (static or dynamic) 
pattern of components and their pattern of components and their 
interactionsinteractions

••Reduce the risk of catastrophic failureReduce the risk of catastrophic failure



•• Hierarchies and protocolHierarchies and protocol
••HierarchiesHierarchies Ex: Cell cycle regulationEx: Cell cycle regulation

––A particular type of protocolA particular type of protocol
––Establish different layers of integration Establish different layers of integration 
––Reduce the costs of information Reduce the costs of information 

transmissiontransmission

••ProtocolsProtocols
––The set of rules underlying the efficient The set of rules underlying the efficient 

management of relationships between management of relationships between 
the parts that constitute a systemthe parts that constitute a system



Summary - Achieved RobustnessAchieved Robustness

ModulesModules

RedundancyRedundancy

ComplexityComplexity

－ Feedback controlFeedback control

ProtocolsProtocols
outputinput



First example, Bacteria First example, Bacteria chemotaxischemotaxis

•• Biological regulation such as high sensitivity to Biological regulation such as high sensitivity to 
environmental changesenvironmental changes

•• Engineering trick of integral feedback controlEngineering trick of integral feedback control

•• Bacterial Bacterial chemotaxischemotaxis is an excellent example for is an excellent example for 
nested feedbacknested feedback



Logic of chemotaxis pathways in 
E. coli and B. subtilis

fig.3



Second example, Microbial metabolic Second example, Microbial metabolic 
networknetwork

•• Cellular metabolism ensures appropriate supply Cellular metabolism ensures appropriate supply 
of all cellular componentof all cellular component

•• Robustness of microbial sustain survival and Robustness of microbial sustain survival and 
proliferationproliferation

•• Peripheral catabolic pathways are often Peripheral catabolic pathways are often 
redundant with multipleredundant with multiple



ME: malic enzyme      

PDH: pyruvate dehydrogenase

PCK: PEP carboxykinase

PCX: PEP caboxylase

PYK: pyruvate kinase 1+2   

PTS: phosphotransferase system

(for glucose uptake)
fig.4

Metabolic fluxes in E. coli



Third example, Developmental Third example, Developmental 
control circuitscontrol circuits

•• Often leads to the same phenotype of a mature Often leads to the same phenotype of a mature 
organismorganism

•• Involving a rich network between cell inner Involving a rich network between cell inner 
environment and intracellular communication environment and intracellular communication 



From: nature, vol. 406,188-192

Segment polarity gene network (Segment polarity gene network (DrosophilaDrosophila))



Robustness as a research toolRobustness as a research tool
•• Testable hypothesis Testable hypothesis ：：

–– Biological systems are robust.Biological systems are robust.

•• Currently, this is the major bottleneck in model Currently, this is the major bottleneck in model 
developmentdevelopment..

•• A correct network topology ensuring robustness A correct network topology ensuring robustness 
may be the crucial information needed.may be the crucial information needed.



ConclusionsConclusions

•• Robustness refers to maintenance specific Robustness refers to maintenance specific 
functionsfunctions

•• Very high levels of abstraction (HOT)Very high levels of abstraction (HOT)

•• Large Large –– scale topological analysis (Network)scale topological analysis (Network)

•• Small systems studiesSmall systems studies

• Top-down approach and Bottomapproach and Bottom--up approach up approach 
should finally convergeshould finally converge
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